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How does a How does a How does a How does a How does a How does a How does a How does a 
space shuttle work?space shuttle work?space shuttle work?space shuttle work?space shuttle work?space shuttle work?space shuttle work?space shuttle work?

Bip has been trying to teach 
the younger robots how 
things work on the planet 
Earth.

This is Bip, he’s a robot that lives on a planet far 
away in the distant Galaxy.
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Every day, Bip takes the little robots on a learning 
journey. 

Today, the smallest robot 
wanted to know how Earthlingshow Earthlingshow Earthlingshow Earthlings

make their space shuttles workmake their space shuttles workmake their space shuttles workmake their space shuttles work
so, Bip decided it was 

time to teach him
all about
explanationsexplanationsexplanationsexplanations.Sa
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Why do we 
need 

explanations?

The little robot asked ………..

Can you guess 
what Bip told him?Sa
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Explanations tell us how how how how 
something happens or howhowhowhow

something works.

Explanations tell us why why why why 
something happens or whywhywhywhy

something works.

“That’s whywhywhywhy we need explanations,” said Bip.

Bip leaned forward ……..
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Bip decided that the smallest robot 
needed to prepare to go on a 
learning journey. There were things 
he needed to think about for his 
journey.

Let’s start!
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Bip talked about so many things 
that the little robot’s head was 
spinning but, the smallest robot 
couldn’t wait to get started on his 
learning journey.

He had lots to think about!Sa
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Read non-fiction 

books about space 
to get lots of 
information.

Here are the things Bip told him he should do……

Begin to make a 
glossaryglossaryglossaryglossary about 
space shuttles to 
help you learn 
useful words.

Learn about space 
shuttles and how 

they work.

The little robot knew just where to begin so he 
hopped off to the library to find some space books.
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The little robot looked at all the books he could 
find about space travel. Then he made a list of all 
the new words he found.

astronautastronautastronautastronaut        A person who goes into space.A person who goes into space.A person who goes into space.A person who goes into space.    
    

booster rockets  booster rockets  booster rockets  booster rockets  UUUUsed to give extra power when launching a spacecraft.sed to give extra power when launching a spacecraft.sed to give extra power when launching a spacecraft.sed to give extra power when launching a spacecraft.    
    

engineengineengineengine    TTTThe part of a machine such as a spacecraft that makes it he part of a machine such as a spacecraft that makes it he part of a machine such as a spacecraft that makes it he part of a machine such as a spacecraft that makes it move.move.move.move.    
    

external fuel tank  external fuel tank  external fuel tank  external fuel tank  A huge metal tank that is on the outside and used to hold fuel.A huge metal tank that is on the outside and used to hold fuel.A huge metal tank that is on the outside and used to hold fuel.A huge metal tank that is on the outside and used to hold fuel.    
    

flight deck flight deck flight deck flight deck The control centre of the shuttle where the commander and pilot control the shuttle.The control centre of the shuttle where the commander and pilot control the shuttle.The control centre of the shuttle where the commander and pilot control the shuttle.The control centre of the shuttle where the commander and pilot control the shuttle.    
    

fuelfuelfuelfuel    Something that burns inside an engine and makes it work. .Something that burns inside an engine and makes it work. .Something that burns inside an engine and makes it work. .Something that burns inside an engine and makes it work. .    
    

launch launch launch launch     To lift off from Earth on a journey into spaceTo lift off from Earth on a journey into spaceTo lift off from Earth on a journey into spaceTo lift off from Earth on a journey into space    
    

launch pad  launch pad  launch pad  launch pad  A special place where spacecraft lift off from Earth on a journey into spaceA special place where spacecraft lift off from Earth on a journey into spaceA special place where spacecraft lift off from Earth on a journey into spaceA special place where spacecraft lift off from Earth on a journey into space    
    

orbit orbit orbit orbit The curved path of an object in space as it travels round a larger object such as Earth. A The curved path of an object in space as it travels round a larger object such as Earth. A The curved path of an object in space as it travels round a larger object such as Earth. A The curved path of an object in space as it travels round a larger object such as Earth. A 
space station orbits Earth.space station orbits Earth.space station orbits Earth.space station orbits Earth.    
    

orbiterorbiterorbiterorbiter    The part of the spacecraft that will orbit Earth. The space shuttle itself.The part of the spacecraft that will orbit Earth. The space shuttle itself.The part of the spacecraft that will orbit Earth. The space shuttle itself.The part of the spacecraft that will orbit Earth. The space shuttle itself.    
    

spacecraft spacecraft spacecraft spacecraft     A vehicle that flies into space.A vehicle that flies into space.A vehicle that flies into space.A vehicle that flies into space.    
    

space shuttle  space shuttle  space shuttle  space shuttle  A spacecraft that can be used more than once.A spacecraft that can be used more than once.A spacecraft that can be used more than once.A spacecraft that can be used more than once.    
    

thrustersthrustersthrustersthrusters        UUUUsed to help the shuttle turn.sed to help the shuttle turn.sed to help the shuttle turn.sed to help the shuttle turn.    
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He even began to understand how a space shuttle 
works.

Now he was ready to 
start writing his 
explanation – with the 
help of Bip of course!
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How A Space Shuttle WorksHow A Space Shuttle WorksHow A Space Shuttle WorksHow A Space Shuttle WorksHow A Space Shuttle WorksHow A Space Shuttle WorksHow A Space Shuttle WorksHow A Space Shuttle Works

An Explanation By An Explanation By An Explanation By An Explanation By An Explanation By An Explanation By An Explanation By An Explanation By Bip Bip Bip Bip Bip Bip Bip Bip and Boltsand Boltsand Boltsand Boltsand Boltsand Boltsand Boltsand Bolts
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A space shuttle can go into space 
many times. It takes off like a 
rocket and lands like a glider. 

Space shuttles have 
thousands of parts 
made of metal, plastic 
and other materials. 
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First, it takes First, it takes First, it takes First, it takes 
many weeks of many weeks of many weeks of many weeks of 
preparation preparation preparation preparation 
before a shuttle before a shuttle before a shuttle before a shuttle 
can be launched can be launched can be launched can be launched 
into space.into space.into space.into space.
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Space shuttles have three main parts – the orbiterorbiterorbiterorbiter, 
the external fuel tankexternal fuel tankexternal fuel tankexternal fuel tank and the booster rocketsbooster rocketsbooster rocketsbooster rockets. 
Everything has to be checked before the crew are 
ready to enter the shuttle and launch into space.

orbiter

booster rocket

external fuel tank
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Once everything has been checked and loaded the 
space shuttle is moved to the launch pad. 

launch pad

space shuttle
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fuel tank A huge metal tank holds the fuel. 

It’s the biggest part of the shuttle 
and holds enough fuel to fill a 
swimming pool.

On lift off, two 
huge booster 
rockets give the 
orbiter an extra 
push to launch 
it into space.

booster rocket

orbiter
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How lift off happensHow lift off happensHow lift off happensHow lift off happens

The main engines and 
booster rockets ignite and 
the shuttle slowly rises 
from the launch pad.

After two minutes the 
booster rockets run out of 
fuel. They fall away from 
the orbiter and parachute 
back to Earth.

booster rockets
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After nine minutes the 
external fuel tank is 
empty and the main 
engines are turned off.

Then the external fuel 
tank separates from the 
orbiter and burns up as 
it falls through space.

Finally the orbiter’s
engines fire to put the 
shuttle into orbit.

external fuel tank

orbiter
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The orbiter is 
about the size 
and shape 
of a small 
passenger 
plane.
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The commander and pilot 
control the shuttle from 
the flight deck which is 
the upper deck of the 
crew compartment.
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On the flight 
deck, the pilot 
and commander 
are surrounded 
by panels with 
hundreds of 
switches, dials 
and buttons.

There are also 
several  
computers.
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The orbiter uses its main 
engines to slow down as 
well as speed up.

To slow down, the orbiter 
first turns round using its 
thrusters so that it faces 
backwards. Then it fires its 
main engines. 

The orbiter must slow down to get back to Earth.
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The orbiter has wheels so that it can land at the end 
of a mission. There are main wheels under each 
wing and a nose wheel at the front. 

The landing wheels are lowered just 14 seconds 
before touchdown. The main wheels hit the ground 
first, followed by the nose wheel.
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When the shuttle 
touches down it is 
going very fast.

A parachute helps it 
to lose speed and 
come to a stop.
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The orbiter can’t 
use its engines for 
landing so it has to 
glide in to land.

The pilot must land 
perfectly first time 
because he can’t 
have another 
chance!
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As soon as it 
has landed 
the shuttle is 
checked over 
and given a 
service – just 
like a car when 
it goes to the 
garage to be 
looked at and 
mended.
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Then it’s ready for the next journey into space.
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